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I have just completed my first year of a four-year term as a member of the Panorama Board of Directors - one of two 
resident members. I believe Panorama is unique among CCRCs in Washington in having two residents on its seven-member 
board.  Although I am often asked “How will the residents feel about this or that specific topic?”, a more frequent point that is 
raised when issues are discussed is: “Does this proposed action meet or further our values? Is this what we want to do as an 
organization?” A further consideration for the Board is keeping in mind not just Panorama but the larger community in which we 
exist and the impact of our actions both internally and externally. This commitment to organizational culture and caring for the 
welfare of residents and employees as well as framing directions for the future of the community is what defines the Board of 
Directors.  

Over the past year, I have come to understand that the two governing principles of the Board as we collectively consider 
issues are transparency and trust. Because Panorama operates as a non-profit organization there are no shareholders; instead 
residents and employees become the surrogate stockholders – those with the most invested in the continued success of the 
Panorama community.  For residents and employees to trust in organizational transparency, they must first feel safe: physically, 
financially, and emotionally. Transparency is about information. Transparency and trust at Panorama are exemplified by a 
commitment to provide insight into the company’s operations, financial stability, and future direction. Disclosing and publishing 
financial information and future plans through town halls and “state of the community” presentations provides residents with both 
information and a voice.   Transparency is about Panorama being upfront and visible about actions taken, and ensuring those 
actions are consistent with our values.  Transparency in management, in communicating goals and values, engenders trust that 
the Board is working for the best interests of everyone in the community.  

Gail Madden
Panorama Resident and Board Member

Our COMMUN I T Y

In 2018,  we welcomed 68 new households
 from 12 different states. Our new residents ranged in age from 62 

to 92. Of these households, 46 are Washingtonians.

Residents worked out in 
our on-campus fitness 

centers more than 
22,000 times in 2018

In 2018, 470 events 
and performances were 

hosted at the Panorama 
Auditorium



A  Renewed FOCUS
Laying the ground work for an unshakeable culture 
2017 was a year of transition. The retirement of our long time CEO and the establishment of a new leadership structure made 
way for many exciting changes. By the time 2018 rolled around, we were inspired to reflect on the characteristics that make this 
community great. Our people, being uniquely committed to serving one another, stand out as our biggest asset and the key to 
the spirit of our culture. We believe the best way to grow an even better future is to invest in that shared purpose by fortifying our 
strengths and using them to thoughtfully shape our decision-making. Our first step in this venture was to write out our mission and 
value statement. We are excited to share this with you.

We excel because of what we value.
Our values give us purpose, bind us together, and define who we are:

INTEGRITY - We are not bystanders.  

•  We use our voice and actions to inspire trust and demonstrate 
ownership. 

•  We are authentic and do the right thing even when no one is 
looking. 

• We establish transparency and collaboration.

EXCELLENCE - We find ways to exceed expectations.   

• We serve passionately with contagious warmth and commitment. 
• We show up every day and take pride in our work.
• We expect and deliver exceptional quality care and service.

RESPECT – We value the importance of everyone’s voice.

• We uphold the dignity of each individual.
• We embrace diversity.
• We enjoy a sense of belonging and shared purpose.

LEARNING - We want more.  

• We believe education strengthens our community.
•  We have a spirit of curiosity that drives us to explore possibilities 

and nurture growth.   
• We seek opportunities to foster leadership, creativity and innovation.
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Our Mission: 
HELPING EACH OTHER ACHIEVE 

THE BEST POSSIBLE LIFE 



Hikes & Walks with Steve 
In 2018, residents joined Hiking Guide, Steve Pogge, for 62 trips with an average of three miles per trip. All in all, they traveled a 
total of 1,860 miles throughout the year! Steve’s program offers eight different types of excursions to choose from, all with different 
levels of adventure and skill.

Strolls - One to two miles in a natural setting with easy terrain
Walks - Three to six miles in the woods with moderate difficulty
Hikes - Six to ten miles of strenuous activity in the mountains
Winter Escapes - Two-day getaways that help us beat those long dreary days of winter
Vacation Trips - Two to five-day tours of areas in Washington and Oregon with a mixture of hiking and walking
Brunch Walks - Short walks to local diners during the rainy months of winter and spring
Educational Outings - Half day trips to learn about our natural environment 
Historical Outings - Half day trips that focus on local history and people who have made an impact in our area

THE Best POSS IB L E  L I F E
Lifestyle Enrichment
“Something to do, something to love and something to hope for” - this is the Panorama lifestyle. In 2018, there were no 
shortages of physical activities, social engagement and educational opportunities. Pub Trivia hit a record high with 120 people 
in attendance. Every month, guests participate in healthy competition, camaraderie and endless amounts of laughter and fun. 

In the spring, we hosted our first Panorama Pathways 5K. The 150 participants chose to jog, walk or ride their scooters along a 
3.1-mile footprint throughout the campus, while enjoying the beautiful blooming spring flowers. After each individual completed 
the route, they were awarded with an official Panorama Pathways 5K medal. 

Minds continued to stay engaged through the Learning in Retirement Lecture 
Series, which featured well-known Washington state community figures including 
American plantsman Dan Hinkley, son of civil rights icon Willie Frank Jr. and many 
more! Each lecture was well attended, averaging a minimum of 150 guests. As we 
celebrate a remarkable year, we look forward to continuing to foster the grand 
essentials of happiness for years to come; “something to do - something to love and 
something to hope for.” 

           LEARNING
“We believe education 

strengthens our 
community”

Residents hiked 
1,860 miles over 
the course of 62 

hiking trips!



Life in a community like Panorama can be as 
busy as you like. With hundreds of events, 
group meetings, and off-campus outings 
each month, there’s a lot to keep track of. 
Well, now our residents have a bigger 
and better way to stay in touch! 
Introducing Kya, a new website 
where residents can log in to 
access a wealth of information 
and tools that are catered to life 
on our campus. Built as a place 
for social engagement as well 
as information sharing, Kya was 
named in honor of our McGandy 
Park Welcome Pole, which represents 
a timeless symbol of community and 
kinship. The site is still in its initial phase, 
including access to the campus telephone directory 
and resident handbook, but 2019 will bring a multitude 
of capabilities such as event sign-ups and calendar 
management, work order requests, vacation notices, and 
resident-to-resident chat messaging.

A NEW 
Pickleball 
Court at 
Panorama!

KYA: Our New Resident Website

Our much anticipated pickleball court was built last 
summer, right next to the Auditorium. A combination 
of badminton, tennis and table tennis, pickleball is the 
fastest growing sport among older adults and we can 
see why - it’s fun!

Panorama Pet Partners
Our four-legged residents are a big part of life here. 

Approximately 170 cats and dogs call Panorama 
home. Their humans were active this year with 
walks and play dates in the Panorama Dog 
Park. In 2018, members of the Panorama Pet 
Partners heard from a variety of speakers at 
their quarterly meetings. Topics ranged from 

foster care for dogs, the special needs of indoor 
cats, how to cope with the loss of a beloved pet, 

and in-home grooming services. 
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The Weavers Studio is a gathering place for those 
interested in weaving, tapestry and braiding.  Around 
a dozen residents frequent the room to use equipment, 
supplies, books and DVDs and to share their completed 
work.  The studio is a popular participant in the Activity 
Fair and Arts Walk, and members support the varied 
activities of the Arts Guild.

Most Popular Fitness Classes of 2018
Designed with our residents’ interests and needs in mind, the fitness classes offered at Panorama come in a 
wide variety. Whether you’re just starting out, you’re a long time fitness expert, or you’re looking to rebuild 
strength following a surgery, you will find a class that’s right for you. Many of our land and water classes are 
taught by resident instructors, including dance classes, water fitness, yoga, water volleyball, and more. 

Yoga 1 – Connie Ruhl, class instructor and Panorama resident
The primary goal of the Yoga 1 class is to increase general well-being through a 
gentle blend of focused breathing, stretching, strengthening, and rejuvenating 
poses. Teaching emphasizes the basic poses and finding the best movement 
options for all. By focusing on our breath, gentle movements, and relaxation 
we help to bring balance and health to our physical, mental, emotional, and 
spiritual dimensions.   

Moving Meditation – 
Charles Kasler, class instructor and Panorama resident
Our goal is to be mindful of movement and breath as we work our bodies. 
People choose this class for the meditative environment as we practice 
breathing and movement. I know it is effective because I can see people 
who attend this class moving like someone 20 years younger. Over the 
years, many students have told me at some point they lost their footing but 
were able to correct their balance to avert a fall. Invariably they attribute this 
to their yoga practice.

Tai Ji Quan: Moving for Better Balance – 
Lynn Reveal, class instructor and Panorama resident
The goal of the class is to improve strength, balance, mobility and daily functioning, and 
prevent falls. This program has proven effectiveness in fall prevention documented in peer-
reviewed published studies.  If participants complete 75% of the 44 hour program, they can 
significantly reduce the likelihood of a fall.  With effort and continued use of the forms and 
exercises, people can maintain lower body strength and improve their sense of balance and 
control when walking or changing positions from sitting to standing. Many people come away 
from only one 10-week session with a noticeable difference between their balance and stability. 

Mat Pilates – Heather Christopher and Trisha Graves, class instructors
Mat Pilates works to restore functionality and avoid injuries by increasing strength, joint range of motion, flexibility, 
balance and trunk stability. The approach is to get people moving in a mindful way supported by breath, ultimately 
improving strength, flexibility, and balance. Students choose to continue Pilates because they quickly experience the benefits and 
results. It appeals to people who see exercise as a celebration of what their bodies CAN do, and those who may be seeking 
a kinder, gentler alternative to grueling, body-punishing workouts. Reclaiming control with resistance-based exercise, Pilates 
increases confidence, positivism, and the ability to prevent injuries in daily lives. 

Stretch and Strength – Kelly Lundy, class instructor
People enjoy this class because it is just the right fitness level for beginners and those who cannot stand for long lengths of time 
or have balance or stability issues but still want to exercise. The goal of this class is to work on strengthening your muscles, 
increasing your range of motion, and increasing your balance and stability. I hear a lot from residents that this is the class that 
keeps them moving well. I have also heard it claimed as one of the best classes for getting back into fitness, great for just after joint 
replacement surgeries, or just starting to exercise. 

PANORAMA
WEAVERS
STUDIO



PANORAMA TV: 2018...Our Favorite Year Ever.
Panorama TV is our own closed circuit TV station, seen exclusively in Panorama 
homes on cable channel 370. The station is staffed by over 30 resident volunteers, 
and is one of Panorama's dozens of Lifestyle Enrichment activities, which carry us 
beyond hobbies and interests every day. 

PTV volunteers learn television skills in training sessions and on the job, producing 
programs and running the station from studios in the community's Quinault building. 
We get training and technical support through our contract with Thurston County's TC 
Media unit.

In 2017 Panorama TV volunteers developed a new five-year plan for channel 370. 
We've produced work plans each year, addressing our goals: better programs and 
greater audience viewership in Panorama. 

Among workplan objectives we accomplished in 2018:

 Increase audience communication and station visibility,
 Make it easier to find and watch Panorama TV programs, 
 Add new, creative community content for Panorama residents

• Began a monthly Inside Panorama TV article in the community’s newsletter, 
Panorama News

• With the help of the Panorama Marketing Department, we created a new station 
logo.

• Performance Music Videos and Artist Profiles from volunteer producer Bill Lange, 
featuring Panorama resident musicians and visual artists.

• Now Where Were We (community history) from volunteer archivist Deb Ross.
• Spotlight focuses on Panorama resident activities and organizations from Lu 

Hamacek. 
• To our established community affairs show, Inside Panorama, we added a monthly 

management update from Matt Murry, Panorama President and Chief Operating 
Officer. Producer-Host: Kathy Houston.

Under development: Video-on-demand, so residents can watch channel 370 shows 
whenever they want— a future part of Panorama's new Resident Web Portal.

The volunteers of Panorama TV are extremely grateful for the funding from Panorama Corporation and the Panorama Resident 
Council. Without their continued support there would be no Panorama TV.

In 2018 our 33 
VOLUNTEERS worked 

more than 2,900 HOURS, 

serving up a total of 

2,473 BROADCAST 

HOURS of programming, 

comprising over 500 NEW 

PROGRAMS or segments. 

They created, produced 

and scheduled the shows, 

directed and edited them, 

hosted and served in all 

crew positions. We think 

this far surpasses the 

characterization "hobby."
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Supplies
$1,422,140
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Assets 2018 2017

Total Current Assets $29,389,872 $27,347,338

Property and Equipment, Net $140,021,303 $138,023,135

Other Assets $34,194,028 $31,380,204

Total Assets $203,605,203 $196,750,677

Statement of Financial Position

Liabilities and Net Assets 2018 2017
Total Current Liabilities $7,158,552 $5,818,836

Long Term Liabilities $32,656,792 $34,407,985

Deferred Revenue - Entrance Fees $81,362,409 $79,396,002

Total Liabilities $122,613,653 $120,973,689

Total Net Assets $80,991,550 $75,776,988

Total Liabilities and Net Assets $203,605,203 $196,750,677

Statement of Activities and Changes in Net Assets
Revenue and Expenses 2018 2017

Revenue (Total) $48,087,918 $46,094,833

Expenses (Total) $43,605,235 $42,621,208

Excess of Revenue Over Expenses Before Other Income (Expense) $4,482,683 $3,473,625

Other Income 2018 2017
Total Other Income $730,504 $1,166,513

Assets Released from Restrictions $0 $875

Increase in Unrestricted Net Assets $5,214,562 $4,641,013

Change in Temporarily Restricted Assets $1,375 ($875)

Increase in Net Assets $5,214,562 $4,640,138

Net Assets 2018 2017
Beginning of Year $75,776,988 $71,136,850

End of Year $80,991,550 $75,776,988

S
tro

ng
 &

 G
row

in
g Revenue 

$48,087,918

Convalescent 
Center

$15,930,621

Contributions
$282,007

Retirement Units
$29,577,357

Food Sales
$790,723

Other Income
$1,198,952

Lease & Rental 
Income

$308,258

Salaries, 
Wages, 

Benefits & 
Payroll Taxes
$20,072,120

Taxes & Licenses
$1,172,279

Repairs & 
Maintenance
$1,533,276

Depreciation
$10,379,022

Professional 
Services

$1,853,408

Utilities
$3,124,244

Expenses
$43,605,235

Interest & Amortized Loan 
Costs, Loss on Abandonment of 

Property, Insurance
$1,889,643

Administration, Advertising 
& Promotion, Food Costs

$2,159,103

RESIDENT COUNCIL 



Supplies
$1,422,140

Statement of Activities and Changes in Net Assets

RESIDENT COUNCIL 

looking ahead
Resident Council plays a vital role in the daily lives of Panorama residents, from bringing financial assistance to 
council-sponsored groups on campus to communicating how residents can become more aware of opportunities to 
participate in the life of our community.  We will continue to serve our residents with energy and dedication.

               R E S P E C T
“We value the importance

 of everyone’s voice”

This has been a very exciting and productive year for the Resident Council.  Our 18 
District Representatives and four officers are engaged in the Panorama community and represent all independent-living 
residents.  

CHANGE OF ADMINISTRATION
• August 2018 marked the end of Linda Crabtree’s 

presidency of the Resident Council, which was a 
time of revitalization of the council’s role.  

• The Panorama Board of Directors opened up a 
second resident Director position, and the 
council conducted a nomination process, leading to another outstanding resident serving on the board.

• A complete remodel of the council office was accomplished, to everyone’s delight, and we now have a fully 
functioning business center for resident use and enjoyment.  

• The council’s new Liaison Program expanded, linking seven present and former Resident Council members 
with key Panorama staff to facilitate communication between management and residents.

• The council developed and implemented a 3-year Resident Council Strategic Plan and will begin working 
on a revision in 2019.

• Roundtables and forums on a variety of topics of interest provided residents with opportunities to learn from 
and ask questions of Panorama staff.

• The annual Resident Council Activity Fair attracted several hundred residents and prospective residents 
interested in exploring the nearly 90 participating groups within the Panorama community.

In September 2018, Linda ended her presidency by passing the gavel to Jerry Gjovaag for the September 2018 to 
August 2019 term.  With this change of administration, we established an expanded Executive Committee to provide 
for a broad yet active council management team.  

INTEGRATION OF FINANCIAL REPORTING SYSTEMS WITH PANORAMA
2018 marked the first year of the integration of our financial reporting system into the Panorama system.  Prior to this 
year the council had been a 501(c)(7) organization for IRS reporting.  In cooperation with the Panorama controller, 
and led by the Resident Council treasurer, we merged into Panorama’s 501(c)(3) fiscal 
structure and changed our governing documents to reflect this new status.  

District meetings evolved into a series of seven campus-
wide meetings in which Matt Murry (President/COO) 
and Bill Strader (CEO/CFO) provided residents with 
a global picture of Panorama’s fiscal health, current 
projects and future plans.  

STATE OF THE 
COMMUNITY 
MEETINGS
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INSPIRED to GIVE

For music, massage and garden 
therapies, as well as entertainment, 

holiday gifts, and much more.

$38,594

Convalescent & 
Rehabilitation Center

For performances in the 
Panorama Auditorium and 
the Learning in Retirement 
Lecture Series

$19,067
Independent Living

For massage therapy, music 
therapy, entertainment, 

holiday gifts and special trips 
throughout the year.

$9,760
Assisted Living

For special support of 
resident groups and the 
purchase of the Kya kiosks

$15,879
Special Projects

Three scholarships have been 
awarded to Panorama staff 
members, all supported through 
gifts to the Office of Philanthropy.

$10,028

Staff Scholarships and 
Education

How your gifts helpedPANORAMA’S OFFICE OF PHILANTHROPY Enriching Lives throughout the Continuum of Care
Panorama’s Office of Philanthropy works to inspire the philanthropic 
efforts that enrich our community by connecting people with 
philanthropic opportunities that are personally meaningful. It is 
because of generous donations that Panorama is able to offer 
better programs to more people, improving the quality of life in our 
community.  

We are delighted to report that giving to Panorama remains strong 
and 2018 was a year to remember. Numerous contributors, primarily 
Panorama residents, gave generously through planned and outright 
gifts. Contributions from our annual campaign and gifts in tribute to a 
loved one, combined with bequests, interest income and gifts restricted 
for specific purposes, help to create a solid financial footing that 
enables Panorama to enrich lives. 

Throughout the year, we distributed over $103,000, enriching lives 
for all Panorama residents throughout the continuum of care and 
supporting the education goals of our staff.

We are grateful to our contributors who embody the definition of 
philanthropy. These achievements are yours to celebrate!

Residents and staff, partners and friends. The community that gives is rich beyond numbers. At Panorama, there are many 
opportunities to give time, treasure, and talent to enrich lives both within our community and Beyond our Backyard. 

We have three separate on-campus entities that thrive from generous resident financial contributions: Panorama’s 
Office of Philanthropy, the Panorama Benevolent Fund, and the Panorama Library Association. Our residents 
and staff don’t stop there – they also choose to support a vast variety of organizations within the broader community, or 
as we like to call it Beyond our Backyard!

16%

23%

57%

2%

2%

2018 Sources of Contributions

Resident 
Bequests

Current 
Resident 

Donations

Staff, Board, 
Family and 

Friends

Grants

Interest
Income



PANORAMA BENEVOLENT FUND Residents Helping Residents
The Panorama Benevolent Fund, founded in 1972, is an 
independent 501(c)(3) organization dedicated to the welfare of 
the residents of the Panorama community.  As neighbors helping 
neighbors, the Benevolent Fund provides three essential programs 
for residents in independent living:  financial support for residents 
who face financial/income limitations in their own financial 
resources; salary and benefits support for three social assistance 
workers; and SARA medical alarm pendants for each resident in 
independent living.  In addition, we provide limited support for 
residents in Assisted Living who have encountered financial need.  

The Benevolent Fund is supported through investments, donations, 
bequests, sales of used goods through the Stiles-Beach Barn and 
Encore Furniture and Books Warehouse, an annual Patio Sale 
and Auction as well as through the generosity of many resident 
volunteers.  

Funding received from all sources in calendar year 2018 was 
$383,775.  Because of the generosity of our volunteers and the 
continued support of our donors and our investments, we were 
able to support the community with a total of $596,422 in our 
programs.  

PANORAMA LIBRARY ASSOCIATION Expanding Horizons through Reading
The Panorama Library Association is a registered 501(c)(3) corporation, a non-profit 
charitable organization. All residents are members. Library activities are directed 
by the Library Board. That Board relies on both bequests and donations to fund the 
library’s operation and activities.

The Library Board and volunteers endeavor to provide the Panorama community with 
reading and learning opportunities, a special place to gather and embrace reading 
and learning, and the most up-to-date library resources available to every Panorama 
resident.

All the activities of the Association are supported by the Panorama community who 
give generously through the Association’s once a year annual appeal.  80% of the 
Library Association’s annual budget is spent directly on library materials and services 
for use by residents.  

HOW YOUR GIFTS HELPED

$210,743 
direct financial grants to residents

$229, 298 
social services salaries and benefits

$56,294 
SARA operations and supplies

$22,133 
sales expenses

$3,630 
fundraising expenses

$74,325 
office operations including staffing, 

supplies, equipment, etc. 

•  1,004 books in all formats were added to the library's collection during 2018. 
•  Residents checked out 11,921 books in all formats and made 20,757 visits to the 

Library during the year.
• 34 volunteers staff the Library daily throughout the year.
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INSPIRED to GIVE
The spirit of generosity at Panorama extends from financial contributions to the giving of time and talent. Volunteers are vital to 
everyday life at Panorama. Working behind the scenes, volunteers enrich lives. Their service is varied as the areas in which they 
serve.

In 2018, volunteers provided more than 100,000 hours of service. Those hours were spent staffing the Panorama Library, Stiles-
Beach Barn, Encore Furniture and Books, and the Gift Shop. Others were spent providing support at the Computer Learning Center, 
driving neighbors around campus, or working with Map Your Neighborhood to increase campus emergency preparedness. 

Resident Council 
Transit

The Resident Council Transit 
provides free on-campus 

transportation for residents. 
Driver and dispatcher 

volunteers help transport fellow 
residents around campus every 

day.  

Green Team
The Green Team encourages 

environmental sensitivity and the wise 
use of energy and water resources at 

Panorama. Green Team volunteers 
host informative seminars, continually 
monitor and remove invasive weeds 
from the 26th Avenue storm water 
pond, and maintain Panorama’s 
pollinator garden and two on-

campus recycling centers.

Auditorium Ushers

A dedicated team of volunteers 
serves as ushers at the Panorama 

Auditorium. The Auditorium is 
the entertainment and education 

center of our community, and 
ushers greet visitors and help 
ensure they enjoy the many 

performances, lectures and more.  

THESE HIGHLIGHTS REPRESENT JUST SOME OF THE WAYS VOLUNTEERS MAKE PANORAMA GREAT.

100,613 HOURS SERVED

IM
PA

C
T

IM
PA

C
T

IM
PA

C
T

27 drivers

32 dispatchers

350 
household 
users

4,927 trips

40 volunteers

1,630 hours 
volunteered

2 recycling 
centers 

1 pollinator 
garden

45 volunteers

470 ushered 
events

3,960 hours 
volunteered

Photo Credit: Lauri Martin



INSPIRED to GIVE
When we promise to help each other achieve the best possible life we take that vow with sincerity. 
We aim to make life better for our residents, but we don’t stop there. It’s our commitment to more that 
compels us to serve the wider community. We greatly value our connection to Thurston County, where 
our people work and live. 

We seek to support initiatives that align with our mission and enhance well-being for all ages. We 
understand we are uniquely positioned to provide a positive impact in the community – helping build 
a vibrant community now and for generations to come. Both residents and staff join in our goal and 
participate in various fundraisers, donation drives, charitable 
events, volunteer work, and service projects. Often, 
residents and staff spark the ideas and even 
help to organize the projects.

BEYOND our BACKYARD
2018 
COMMUNITY 
PARTNERS:

Area Agency on Aging

Big Brothers Big Sisters of 
Southwest Washington

Capitol Land Trust

Catholic Community 
Services

The Community 
Foundation of South Puget 
Sound

Hands On Children’s 
Museum

Little Red School House

North Thurston Education 
Foundation

North Thurston Public 
Schools

NOVA Middle School

Providence St. Peter 
Foundation

Saint Martin’s University

Salvation Army

Senior Action Network

Senior Services of South 
Puget Sound

South Puget Sound 
Community College

South Sound Reading 
Foundation

South Sound YMCA

United Way of Thurston 
County

The Washington Center for 
the Performing Arts

Washington State Senior 
Games

            I N T E G R I T Y
“We are not bystanders”

Photo Credit: Lauri Martin

A Collective Impact on the Community Around Us  

Scholarships for Nursing
In addition to launching the Panorama Scholarship Program to support the 
educational goals of our staff, we also established nursing scholarships at 
Saint Martin’s University and South Puget Sound Community College. We are 
committed to partnering with these important local institutions to make sure 
anyone interested in a nursing career can obtain a degree without financial 
barriers. 

Back to School Supplies and Book Drive
In July, we held a Back-to-School Supply and Book Drive benefitting The 
Little Red Schoolhouse Project and the South Sound Reading Foundation. 
Panorama residents and staff donated enough school supplies to fill 5 bins, 
plus 67 backpacks, 64 packs of underwear and socks, 59 coats and 182 
books.

Reading Buddies
Eleven residents signed up to read with students at Chambers Prairie 
Elementary school through the United Way of Thurston County Reading 
Buddies program. Volunteers go through an orientation and training session 
and commit to volunteering one hour a week through the school year. 

Food Bank Holiday Super Sort
Several Panorama staff members and their families volunteered at the 
Thurston County Food Bank’s Holiday Super Sort to help the organization 
prepare its warehouse for holiday donations and distribution. 

Holiday Giving Tree 
In December, residents and staff participated in Panorama’s second annual 
Holiday Giving Tree. Together we “adopted” 4 local families and 2 youth in 
need by purchasing needed items and wished for gifts to make their holiday 
season brighter. All together we delivered over 200 gifts!

2018 HIGHLIGHTS
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Momentia Movement at Panorama 
As the national Momentia movement spreads, empowering 
people with memory loss to stay engaged and active in their 
communities, the popularity of Memory Cafés also continues 
to rise. We started our own Memory Café in 2018 to create 
unique social opportunities for residents and spouses living with 
early memory loss. Each month, we gather for refreshments and 
conversation. It’s all about bringing neighbors together for some 
fun in a safe and welcoming environment. 

“Folks don’t have to worry about remembering names or not finding the right words because everyone understands 
and is in the same situation.” – Panorama Memory Café Facilitator, Sara Wasser

While Memory Cafés are not considered a “support group”, peer support and social contact is the focal point. Here 
at Panorama, it has led to not only friendships, but ongoing support and information sharing with one another, even 
after the meeting ends. 

While we usually meet in the familiar setting of our on-campus restaurant, we had our first off-campus event in 
December. The Momentia Holiday Dinner and Tour of Lights kicked off at Falls Terrace restaurant in Tumwater. We 
ended the evening with a tour of holiday light displays throughout neighborhoods in Olympia and Lacey. 

We had such a great time and the group is looking forward to more dementia-friendly outings in 2019.  
• Momentia Meet & Eat – a monthly lunch outing for care partners
• Momentia McGandy Park Arboretum Tour – coming in May
• Momentia Picnic at the Pea Patch – this August
• Momentia Happy Hour and Sinatra Concert – scheduled for October

Our Momentia offerings are open to all Panorama residents living with memory loss and their caregivers. The program 
is made possible through generous support from the Benevolent Fund and Office of Philanthropy. For more information 
about Momentia and Memory Café offerings throughout the state, please visit: www.momentiaseattle.org.  

Are Your Wishes in Writing?
In July, Providence sponsored and facilitated a Respecting Choices First Steps Advance Care Planning (ACP) 
Facilitator training in Olympia. Five of Panorama’s Social Workers were among the many healthcare professionals 
certified during this 17-hour training program. 

The training equipped ACP Facilitators to have in-depth conversations with healthy adults who have not yet selected a 
health care agent or completed a written plan in a process we call Advanced Care Planning. 

What is Advanced Care Planning?

Advanced Care Planning is the process of considering the health care you want in the future and choosing someone 
to speak for you if you cannot communicate. Meeting with a 
Certified ACP Facilitator will help you: 

• think about your health care values and goals;
•  consider health care choices you may have to make in the 

future;
•  talk about your options with your doctor and loved ones; 
• make a written plan for the future  

The written plan is a legal document called an Advance 
Directive or “Living Will”, which helps honor these wishes and 
communicate to the person you choose as your health care 
agent/Power of Attorney. You can complete an Advance 
Directive without hiring an attorney. Providence, End of Life 
Washington, Washington State Medical Association and 
Columbia Legal Services offer free Advance Directive forms 
online. Visit https://endoflifewa.org/advance-directive/
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“We serve passionately with 
contagious warmth and 

commitment”

Panorama Employees pictured left to right: Laura Ripp, 
Rhea Johnstone, Sara Wasser, Corrine Wasmundt



Meet Dennis
I joined Panorama in 2018 
as the Administrator 
of the skilled nursing 
facility. Working in 
healthcare was not 
always a lifelong 
passion for me, until 
I experienced how 
rewarding it is.  I went to 
school in Santa Barbara, 
California for Physical Therapy 
because that was near where I 
lived in Solvang. I completed my clinical hours far from 
home in Oregon and was fortunate to work in a variety 
of healthcare settings as a therapist. The nursing home is 
where I found the most fulfillment. 

I was selected to become a Rehabilitation Department 
Manager in a nursing facility in Oregon. I concurrently 
completed a Bachelor’s Degree in Healthcare 
Administration, and was later promoted to Administrator-
in-Training (AIT). I completed the AIT program in Medford, 
OR and continued work as a Rehab Director in Grants 
Pass. When the role became available, I was selected as 
the Administrator. 

The company I was working for was fantastic; I spent 
eleven years with that company and might still be there 
today had it not been for a change of ownership. When 
they sold to a multi-site regional nursing home company, 
I found it no longer met the level of care I wanted to 
provide for the residents I served. I knew there was a better 
company out there providing great care and that’s when 
I applied to join Panorama. Being a lifelong learner, I 
am still working to have a better impact for those I serve 
and am currently completing an MBA in Healthcare 
Management.

The nursing facility at Panorama, which we call our 
Convalescent & Rehabilitation Center (or C&R) was 
exactly what I was looking for in continuing my career. 
I had no idea at that time how great it actually is. As a 
not-for-profit single site community, Panorama’s focus is on 
always improving the programs, services, and infrastructure 
for its residents.  The support the C&R receives from campus 
leadership, the philanthropic organizations that give to 
staff and residents, and the Grounds Department that takes 
care of our wonderful campus landscape make the C&R a 
great place to be. However, the biggest reason that makes 
our C&R so great compared to other nursing homes is the 
staff; we have some of the most compassionate, expert, 
and talented staff that I have seen in any nursing facility. I 
look forward to serving this community for a long time.

Pride IN OUR WORK
Silver Stars
We teamed up with LeadingAge WA to recognize and honor 
our Silver Star recipients. These extraordinary people have 
dedicated their life’s work to serving seniors.  Featured below 
are the employees who hit the 25+ year milestone in 2018.  We 
are grateful for the long-term employees who have contributed 
greatly to our community.

Julie England
Nutrition Services

26 years

Jeff Sprengel 
Marketing
44 years

Sharon Carver-Lawhon
Nutrition Services

41 years

Sharon Herd
Independent Living Services

 35 years

Tim Templet
Independent Living Services 

29 years

Robert Krause
Grounds
27 years

Our new Interactive Map allows website visitors 
to explore our campus from the comfort of their 
homes.  Please take some time and see why our 
community offers so much more than what is 
expected. Check out our map at www.panorama.
org and start exploring!
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Our Convalescent & Rehabilitation Center is getting 
some serious love this upcoming year. We will 
be updating all common areas with new floors, 
furniture, and décor! 

We are in the initial planning phase for a new 
neighborhood on the 1.5-acre lot we purchased in 
2017. While the details are not yet determined, our 
vision includes a selection of multi-family homes with 
sustainable elements and a feeling of serene privacy 
provided by well-planned landscaping and natural 
rain gardens. 

After working with expert architects and designers who specialize in 
senior living, we now have plans for a new Assisted Living addition, 
and we couldn’t be more excited! It will feature a ground level dining 
room with outdoor patio seating and views of a beautifully landscaped 
rain garden and water feature. The vestibule entrance on Sleater Kinney 
will welcome visitors into a cozy lobby with a grand fireplace and 
plenty of open seating. Residents, staff, and visitors will all enjoy new 
meeting rooms and enhanced workspaces. Stay tuned as we continue 
to develop these plans and work towards the future groundbreaking!

A Brand New Assisted Living!


